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Prison Library Project in Georgia 

 

Aim of the project is to start the process of a national scheme for library and educational 

services in all Georgian prisons, based on international recommendations for treatment of 

prisoners and the Declaration of Human Rights 

 

Today prison libraries are widely accepted and a natural and important part of the prison 

life in Norway. They are very much used and appreciated both by prisoners and staff. To 

get there has been a long process where the most important aspect has been the change 

of attitude towards prisoners both in the prisons and in society.  It has taken Norwegian 

Library Authorities about thirty years to build this service and at the end of 2011 all 

prisoners have access to a Prison Library or other library services. 

 

Since 2004 there has been cooperation between the Norwegian and the Georgian 

Government through NORLAG (The Norwegian Mission of Rule of Law Advisers to 

Georgia) http://www.norlag.ge/ . The NORLAG Office has 10 staff members. The 

Norwegian advisers are judges, prosecutors and prison and probation experts. The aim of 

NORLAG is to strengthen the Rule of Law in Georgia. 

 

Deichman http://www.deichmanske-bibliotek.oslo.kommune.no/english/ (The Public 

Library of Oslo) prison library unit is with its three libraries, in three different prisons in 

Oslo, the largest prison library unit in the country. 

 

Georgia has huge prisons (approximately 24 000 prisoners) with hardly any activities at all. 

Part of NORLAG’s aim is to give prisoners vocational training and employment, ensure 

that the time spent in prison is rehabilitating and meaningful and prepare prisoners for 

release and a life outside prison in order to prevent re-offending.  

 

NORLAG and Deichman applied for grants from IFLAs “overskuddsfond” 2009, 

administered by NBF (Norwegian Library Association). 

http://www.norlag.ge/
http://www.deichmanske-bibliotek.oslo.kommune.no/english/


We were granted 50.000 NOK to look into the possibilities of starting prison libraries in 

Georgia and connect it to the public library system, if possible.  

 

As a result of this preliminary project the City of Oslo applied for and got a grant of 

3 750 000.- NOK to a three–year project “Library and school in Georgian prisons” from the 

Norwegian Ministry of Foreign Affairs. 


